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Technology, Tatzberg, Dresden, GermanyABSTRACT We report on the characterization of actin driven lamellipodial protrusion forces and velocities in keratocytes.
A vertically mounted glass fiber acted as a flexible barrier positioned in front of migrating keratocytes with parallel phase contrast
microscopy. A laser beam was coupled into the fiber and allowed detecting the position of the fiber by a segmented photodiode.
Calibration of the fiber was carried out with the thermal oscillation method. Deflection and force signals were measured during
lamellipodial protrusion. Velocity was constant during initial contact whereas loading force increased until finally the cell
was stalled at higher forces. Stall forces were on the order of 2.9 5 0.6 nN, which corresponds to a stall pressure of 2.7 5
1.6 nN/mm2. Assuming a density of actin filaments of 240 filaments per mm, we can estimate a stall force per actin filament of
1.75 0.8 pN. To check for adaption of the cell against an external force, we let the cell push toward the glass fiber several times.
On the timescale of the experiment (~1 min), however, the cell did not adapt to previous loading events.INTRODUCTIONCell migration is involved in many physiological and path-
ological processes such as immune response, wound
healing, embryonic growth processes, and cancer (1). Cell
migration with a protruding lamellipodium can be envisaged
by the simultaneous action of several components: the
protrusion of the lamellipodium is accompanied by the
release and reformation of adhesion points to the substratum
as well as the contraction of the cell body (2). The
machinery driving the lamellipodium forward is an actin
network with the barbed ends polymerizing toward the
direction of membrane protrusion. This lamellipodial actin
network is supposed to be highly branched due to the pres-
ence of the Arp2/3 complex (3), which possibly binds to
existing actin filaments and nucleates new actin filaments
as side branches (4). However, the mechanism is still under
discussion. The details of this process are not well under-
stood, even to the extent that a recent study doubted the
reported branching of the actin network inside the lamelli-
podium and considered these previous results as a prepara-
tion artifact (5). Regeneration of actin monomers is
achieved by a constant disassembly of the network at the
rear side of the lamellipodium, supported by several proteins
such as ADF/cofilin (3).
A number of models have been developed to describe the
detailed mechanisms of cell motility and force generation
based on directed actin polymerization in the lamellipodium
of crawling cells (6). The Brownian ratchet models describe
force generation by a rectification of thermal fluctuations of
the membrane due to monomer addition to actin filaments
(7–9). When including other effects, like membrane tension,Submitted August 17, 2010, and accepted for publication January 25, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/03/1420/8 $2.00the shape of migrating cells can be understood in a very
concise way (10). A model for a hypothetical end-tracking
motor has been developed, in which actin filament elonga-
tion against a load is facilitated by motor proteins and the
hydrolysis of energy-rich molecules (11). Another model,
referred to as autocatalytic branching, describes the growth
of an actin network against a loading force with a filament
branching rate proportional to the number of existing fila-
ments (12,13). Furthermore, Brownian dynamics simula-
tions have been used to simulate the growth of an actin
network with the branch promoting complex Arp2/3 against
a disk at variable load forces (14). Most of the models
predict F-v relationships, describing the velocity of the
network growth as a function of the applied force exerted
by an obstacle (15).
The only study, where F-v curves of the lamellipodial
protrusion were actually measured, reported a complex
shape of the F-v curve with an initial sharp drop of velocity
followed by a regime, where the velocity of the lamellipo-
dium was constant and independent of the applied force
until the lamellipodium was stalled completely at higher
forces (16). This experimental data have been used to
develop a model that includes the effects of excluded
volume and adhesion to the substrate to reproduce the
observed force velocity data (15). A different study investi-
gated F-v curves using artificial branched actin networks
(17). There, Parekh and coauthors reported concave
(bending down) F-v curves as well as an interesting history
dependent behavior. When a force was applied to a growing
actin network, with a subsequent lowering of the force, the
growth velocity of the network was increased afterward.
This was interpreted as an indicator for the autocatalytic
branching model, which predicts an increasing network
density as a response to a force (13,17).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.01.063
Protrusion Forces 1421In this study, F-v curves with higher force resolution
(~10 pN) than in our previous study (16) were determined
by using glass fibers as a vertical barrier for the lamellipo-
dium of keratocytes (Fig. 1). These cells are well suited
for the investigation of motility, because they move rela-
tively fast (several mm/min) while keeping a constant direc-
tion. The glass fibers used as barrier were calibrated with the
thermal fluctuations method (18) as often used in atomic
force microscopy (AFM). A laser beam was coupled into
the glass fiber and allowed a very accurate determination
of the position of the fiber with simultaneous phase contrast
video-microscopy. By analysis of the data the lamellipodial
stall pressure and the stall force per filament could be ob-
tained, both important parameters for further biophysical
modeling of the lamellipodial protrusion. The influence of
the loading history on the growth velocity was investigated
by performing repetitive F-vmeasurements at the same spot
of the lamellipodium by retracting the fiber from the direc-
tion of the migrating cell several times.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Primary cell culture of keratocytes
Start medium was prepared by mixing 45.6% (v/v) RPMI medium 1640
without phenol red (11835-030, Biochrome, Berlin, Germany), 9.7% heat
inactivated fetal bovine serum, 36.3% Fish-Ringer buffer (0.22 mM
NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 4.8 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, and 2 mM Tris),FIGURE 1 Force microscopy setup for measurement of keratocyte
lamellipodial protrusion forces. A laser beam was coupled into a pulled
glass rod with a diameter of 5–10 mm at its apex. The thin fiber end of
the glass rod was used as a flexible obstacle toward which keratocytes
are migrating. The deflection of the fiber was detected on a segmented
photo detector.2.6% Steinberg-medium (0.52 M NaCl, 3 mM Ca(NO3)2, 6 mM KCl,
and 8.6 mMMgSO4), 3.1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (100, Sigma,
St. Louis, MO), 2.4% 1 M HEPES, and 0.3% water. Running medium
consisted of 16.4% (v/v) Fish-Ringer buffer, 0.8% Steinberg-medium,
0.8% 1 M HEPES, and 82% water.
A gold fish (Carassius auratus) was narcotized for a short time (<4 min)
by introducing the fish in cold water (4–6C) with 320 mL/L clove oil as
anesthetic as described in greater detail elsewhere (19). A scale was drawn
with forceps and the fish relocated to the aquaculture. The scale was washed
several times with start medium, placed in a petri dish and covered with a
small glass slide. Start medium (100 mL) was added into the space between
glass slide and petri dish, and 700 mL of start mediumwere added on a piece
of filter paper placed inside the petri dish to prevent drying. The petri dish
was closed and incubated at 16C. After 2 days, newly formed tissue mainly
consisting of keratocytes formed next to the scale. Keratocytes were iso-
lated by adding 50 ml of a solution containing 1 g/l EDTA and 0.5 g/l trypsin
for 20 s and extensive washing with start medium. Isolated keratocytes
started migrating after a few minutes. For force measurement experiments
the start medium was replaced by running buffer.Fiber pulling
A solid borosilicate glass rod with a diameter of 1 mm (BR-100-10, Sutter
Instrument, Novato, CA) was heated and pulled with a micropipette puller
(P-97, Sutter Instrument) resulting in two pieces per glass rod, each with
a thick and a thin fiber end. The thin fiber side was cut with a sharp scalpel
to an end diameter of 5–10 mm. The thick end with 1 mm in diameter was
polished with aluminum oxide polishing sheets (5 mm and 1 mm grit size,
Thorlabs, Ely, UK).Force measurement microscopy
An inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 135TV, Carl Zeiss MicroImag-
ing, Jena, Germany) in phase contrast configuration was modified for
single cell force measurements (Fig. 1). The microscope stage was
replaced by an XYZ piezo stage with 200 mm  200 mm  20 mm oper-
ational range (Physik Instrumente, Germany). A laser beam (57CFM,
l ¼ 786 nm, Scha¨fter & Kirchhoff, Hamburg, Germany) was focused
on the polished end of a pulled glass rod by reflection on a 50% mirror
in the optical path of the microscope. The laser, the pulled glass rod,
and the reflecting mirror were mounted on a thick aluminum plate
(omitted in Fig. 1 for simplicity) supported by three adjustable points.
All parts in the optical path of the microscope were transparent (either
glass or polycarbonate). The laser beam leaving the fiber end of the glass
rod was detected by a segmented photodiode (UDT-4D, Osi Optoelec-
tronics, Hawthorne, CA).
From the quadrant detector signals the horizontal and vertical fiber
deflections were calculated by using a differential amplifier circuit. Deflec-
tion signals of the fiber were stored and analyzed by using a computer
connected to a 16-bit analog to digital card (NI-6030E, National Instru-
ments, McAllen, TX) with a scientific software package (IGORPro, Wave-
Metrics, Portland, OR). Noise reduction during the force and deflection
measurements was carried out by oversampling the data with 33.3 kHz
and down sampling to 6 Hz. For further analysis, the radial deflection
was calculated from the vertical and horizontal deflection signals. Simulta-
neous phase contrast microscopy was carried out by using a CCD camera
(4912-5100/0000, Cohu, Poway, CA) and a time-lapse video recorder
(TL300, Panasonic, Osaka, Japan).
Calibration of the sensitivity in nm/mV was carried out by touching the
surface with the fiber and moving the surface for a known distance with the
piezo stage. Calibration of the spring constant of the fiber was carried out
with the thermal fluctuations method (18) in air as described in the results
section in greater detail. Forces were calculated from the fiber deflection
according to Hooke’s law.Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427
FIGURE 2 Power spectral density of the thermal noise of a glass fiber
1422 Heinemann et al.To measure lamellipodial protrusion forces of moving keratocytes, it was
necessary to position the fiber tip in close proximity to the petri dish surface
without touching it. The contact point was determined by oscillating the
surface in x or y direction while moving the glass fiber vertically. In contact
with the surface the fiber followed the oscillation. Subsequently the fiber
was retracted and positioned ~20 nm above the surface. This procedure
could be done right before the cell touched the glass fiber to assure that
the distance between fiber and support was maintained during the course
of the experiment.
For the repetitive force measurements, a few seconds after a change of
the deflection signal due to the contact with the lamellipodium was
observed, the cell was retracted horizontally for 6 mm in the direction oppo-
site to the cell movement by using the piezoelectric stage. Only signals with
a large (>75%) overlap of the lamellipodial contact regions for the subse-
quent runs were used for further analysis.showing the first three modes of oscillation (labeled 1, 2, 3). Mode 2 has
reduced amplitude because it actually exhibits a node at the end of the fiber,
whereas mode 1 and 3 correspond to a freely moving end of the fiber. Inte-
gration over the first mode yields the mean square displacement of this
mode and allows calibration of the glass fiber spring constant.
FIGURE 3 (A) Deflection and force signal of a migrating keratocyte
hitting the glass fiber. The deflection (of the glass fiber) is directly
measured, which corresponds also to the position of the contact point
between cell and fiber. The force is obtained by multiplying the deflection
with the force constant of the glass fiber, whereas the velocity can be
derived as the derivative (slope) of the deflection. The initial increase in
force is due to the lamellipodium touching the fiber (see boxed area in A),
whereas the large force and deflection is a result of the cell body deflecting
the fiber. (B) Magnification of the deflection and force signal during initial
contact with the lamellipodium (boxed area in A). Initially the deflection
increases roughly linear with time until the lamellipodium is stalled at
higher forces. (C) Phase contrast image during force microscopy. A
migrating keratocyte moves toward the fiber. Abbreviations used: cb, cell
body; f, fiber; lp, lamellipodium.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calibration of glass fibers
Previously used only for AFM cantilevers, the procedure of
calibrating the spring constant with the thermal fluctuations
method (18) was applied here to glass fibers.
The x position of the glass fiber tip will fluctuate around
its average position due to thermal motion. This is described









where k is the spring constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, T
the absolute temperature, and hx2i the time average of the
squared position of the fiber. Thus, by measuring hx2i it is
possible to determine the spring constant of the fiber.
However, because every mode of the oscillating fiber
contains an energy of kBT/2 and contributes to hx2i, simply
measuring the average squared position would result in an
underestimation of k. This problem is circumvented by
calculating the Fourier transformation X(f) of the N data
points of the signal x(t). According to Parseval’s theorem,
integration of the power spectral density over the peak for
the first mode yields the mean squared deflection for this









The factor of 2 arises from the fact, that the one-sided result
of the Fourier transformation was used and negative frequen-
cies were omitted. Fig. 2 shows a typical spectrum obtained
from the recorded signal for a fiber. Threemodes of oscillation
can be observed. The first mode with a frequency of ~620 Hz
was used for calibration (the baseline of the power spectrum




¼ 5:3 1010 m
and a spring constant of k ¼ 14.3 mN/m.
The spring constant was confirmed by calibration of the
glass fiber with an AFM tip of known spring constant by
using the reference spring method (data not shown) (20).Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427Force measurements
Fig. 3 A shows typical time courses of force and deflection
signals of a migrating keratocyte hitting the glass fiber. The
deflection and force measurements can be subdivided in
Protrusion Forces 1423several phases. Initially (0–27 s) the fiber was free, as indi-
cated by fluctuations in the signal, which were presumably
due to thermal and mechanical noise. At 27 s the lamellipo-
dium hits the fiber, which is deflected until complete stall
at around 35 s (Fig. 3 B). Subsequently, the deflection
decreased. We assume that either the lamellipodium
squeezes in the gap and slide under the glass fiber, or that
neighboring parts are starting to pull on the glass fiber via
the area in contact with the fiber. The former possibility is
very unlikely because the gap is only of the order of
50 nm or less. At ~75 s, the cell body touched the fiber
and deflected it strongly. With further migration, the cell
lost contact with the fiber and the fiber jumped back to its
initial position.
The maximal force exerted by the cell body, slowing it
down to v z 0 was 39 nN 5 14 nN (n ¼ 11). This is in
good agreement with previously reported stall forces for
keratocyte cell bodies of 34 5 6 nN (lateral component)
(21).
The stall force Fs, corresponding to the force needed to
locally stop the lamellipodium to v ¼ 0, was determined
from the measurements for one fiber to be Fs ¼ 2.91 nN5
0.63 nN (n ¼ 10). However, the stall force depends on the
contact area between the fiber and the lamellipodium. A
more general parameter is the stall pressure, which was
calculated from the stall force and the contact area. The
contact area was estimated from the contact along the fiber
radius and the vertical contact height between lamellipo-
dium and fiber. Typically the fiber was positioned ~20 nm
above the surface of the petri dish. Because the height of
a keratocyte lamellipodium is ~170 nm (22), the vertical
contact height between fiber and lamellipodium was esti-
mated as 150 nm. For the contact along the fiber radius
only the component sp, perpendicular to the measured force
had to be considered. During stall, the lamellipodium
touched half of the fiber circumference, which was justified
by the microscopy images. Around this position sp is close
to 2r, because sp approaches 2r asymptotically at half
contact. For a fiber with radius 3.5 mm an estimated contactof the stall force, the velocity begins to decline to zero. The F-v relation was ob
the derivative of the smoothed deflection versus force. The dashed line represen
(B) Normalized force velocity relations for several experimental runs. All curvearea of 1.05 mm2 was obtained. A stall pressure of 2.7 5
1.6 nN/mm2 resulted. Assuming a density of 241 5 100
actin filaments per mm (23), the stall force per filament
was 1.7 5 0.8 pN. This is significantly lower than the
prediction of 5 pN per actin fiber by the elastic Brownian
ratchet model (8). However, it must be added that the calcu-
lation of the stall force per filament critically depends on
the estimated contact area between fiber and lamellipodium.
In the case of a lower contact area, higher stall forces per
filament would be obtained.
By smoothing the deflection and force signals of the la-
mellipodium with a cubic spline and calculating the time
derivative of the smoothed deflection, the velocity with
which the fiber was pushed could be obtained. Fig. 4 A
shows the force velocity relation corresponding to the
signals shown in Fig. 3 B. In Fig. 4 B several typical F-v
curves are shown, normalized to the maximum force and
velocity respectively. All F-v curves have a concave
(bending down) shape, with an initial increase of the mea-
sured velocity at low forces. We can show, that the initial
increase in velocity is an artifact, caused by the curved
geometry of the fiber. Due to the fiber curvature, the contact
area between fiber and lamellipodium increases with time.
Mechanically speaking, we have two elastic springs in
series: 1), the glass fiber; and 2), the cell itself, due to the
intrinsic stiffness of the actin cytoskeleton. Because the
contact area between cell and fiber increases, the apparent
stiffness of the lamellipodium increases during contact.
The velocity with which the cell pushes the glass fiber
depends on the ratio of the two stiffness values, therefore
more and more of the lamellipodial movement is transduced
to the fiber causing the initial increase of velocity (see
Appendix A and B). This initial increase in velocity is
also visible in Fig. 3 B for a short time after contact.
Taking this into account, the intrinsic force velocity
curve of the lamellipodium can be described as follows:
initially the velocity is approximately independent of the
force. If the force F exceeds ~50% of the stall force Fs
(e.g., F > 0.5 Fs) the velocity decreases to stall (v ¼ 0).FIGURE 4 (A) Force velocity (F-v) relation of a
typical experiment. The initial increase of velocity
is due to the curved geometry of the glass fiber. The
contact area between cell and fiber increases
during initial contact, resulting in an increase of
the apparent stiffness of the lamellipodium.
Because the deflection of the fiber depends on
the ratio of the fiber and the lamellipodial force
constant, the velocity exhibits an increase. Once
contact area is maximized, the effective stiffness
of the lamellipodium will be constant. Therefore
this relation can be characterized as follows:
initially the velocity is constant and insensitive to
the applied force, when the force exceeds half
tained by smoothing the measured deflection by a cubic spline and plotting
ts a fit according to Keren et al. (10) (see text) with an exponent w ¼ 6.1.
s show a similar behavior.
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427
FIGURE 5 Consecutive measurements of protrusion forces at the same
position. When the cell touches the fiber and a first increase in force is de-
tected, the fiber tip is retracted horizontally by a few microns, such that the
cell will touch it again after 15–40 s. Thus it was possible to measure the
force exerted by the cell up to three times at the same position to test for
force adaption of the cell due to loading. An adaption of the actin network
(e.g., by increasing the number of filaments or cross-links) would result in
an increased effective stiffness of the lamellipodium, which will result in an
increase in velocity with which the cell pushes the fiber tip.
1424 Heinemann et al.Recently, Keren et al. (10) proposed a force-velocity rela-
tionship in the form of v ¼ v0(1  (F/FS)w). In this function,
the exponent w determines the type of the F-v relation as
convex for 0 < w < 1 or concave for w > 1. Large values
ofw indicate a lower sensitivity of the velocity to an opposing
force F approaching the stall force Fs. For small values of
w the velocity rapidly dropswith increasing force. Therefore,
w can be used as a characteristic parameter describing the
measured F-v relationship. By fitting our data for forces
F > 0.5 Fs where the influence of the fiber geometry on the
measurement is low, an exponentw¼ 6.15 1.1was obtained
(Fig. 4 A). A similar value (w¼ 8) was determined indirectly
in Keren et al. (10) by measuring the aspect ratio of fish
keratocytes and their velocity.
In a previous study on the keratocyte lamellipodial
protrusion, an initial decrease of measured velocity (by an
average factor of ~7) compared to the speed of the trailing
edge of the cell was assumed. This was followed by a
measured concave (bending down) F-v relation comparable
to the F-v relation determined here (16). We conclude that
the assumed initial drop of velocity in the previous study
is a consequence of the measuring process itself, because
it was neglected that the displacement d ¼ vt due to the
motion of the cell is distributed between the probe (a verti-
cally mounted AFM cantilever) and the lamellipodium.
Depending on their spring constants kC and kL the displace-
ment d ¼ dc þ dL is transduced to the cantilever dc and the
lamellipodium dL according to the ratio dC/dL ¼ kL/kC. The
effective spring constant of the lamellipodium kL in contact
with the cantilever in the previous study can be estimated
with the equation kL ¼ EA/l with E, the elastic modulus,
A, the contact area, and l, the length of the lamellipodium.
By inserting reasonable values (E ¼ 3.7 kPa (17), A ¼
0.5 mm2, and l ¼ 2 mm (24)) a spring constant of kL ¼
0.925 mN follows. The cantilever spring constant in the
previous study was 7 mN/m, hence the ratio kl/kc is close
to 1/7. Therefore, it is obvious that the velocity of the probe
is slower than that of the cell, because immediately after
contact both, probe and lamellipodium, are deflected or in-
dented respectively. In the discussed study only 1/7 of the
total deflection was transduced to the cantilever, nicely cor-
responding to the observed average velocity drop of a factor
of 7. Hence, by excluding this initial velocity drop of the
previous investigation (16), our F-v curves are consistent
with this study, but with highly improved force and deflec-
tion resolution.
In another study, a growing actin network with Arp2/3
mediated branching was investigated by AFM in vitro and
a similar type of F-v relationship with an initial load insen-
sitive regime was obtained. Furthermore this study revealed
a 2.1-fold increase in the growth velocity of the network in
the case of a second measurement after a previously applied
force (17). This was taken as an indicator for the autocata-
lytic branching model, because according to this model,
the network density is a function of the loading force andBiophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427can thereby maintain a constant velocity (12,13). The in-
creased velocity after a previously applied force was there-
fore interpreted as an indicator for a remodeling of the
artificial actin network (17).
To examine the lamellipodium of a living cell with
respect to the observed hysteresis behavior of the artificial
network, we carried out repetitive measurements at the
same location of the lamellipodium. In the case of a higher
density of the actin network, the velocity of the measured
deflection would increase in subsequent runs. A network
hardening due to the increasing density would result in a
higher fraction of the given cellular velocity transduced to
the fiber (see also Appendix A and B).
Fig. 5 shows a measurement with the lamellipodium
pushing against the fiber for three times. By linear fit,
growth velocities v1 and v2 were obtained for the first and
second contact with the fiber (only contact one and two
were further analyzed, because a third contact could only
be achieved in three experiments). A comparison of the indi-
vidual growth velocity ratio v2/v1 is shown in Fig. 6. The
average change in velocity was negligible with v2/v1 ¼
1.03 5 0.18 (n ¼ 10). This is also reflected in the almost
identical velocities of repetitive measurements with v1 ¼
58 5 22 nm/s (n ¼ 10) and v2 ¼ 59 5 20 nm/s (n ¼ 10).
This behavior is in contrast to the reported history depen-
dence of the growth velocity of an artificial actin network
under an AFM cantilever (17). It must be noted that in our
study the contact time between fiber and lamellipodium
(e.g., time of applied force before the second contact)
were rather short (~5–10 s) and a different result in the
case of a longer application of a force cannot be excluded
FIGURE 6 Plot of the relative increase in velocity against experiment
number in the repetitive measurements. In average the increase in velocity
of the lamellipodial protrusion was v2/v1 ¼ 1.03 5 0.18 and therefore
negligible.
Protrusion Forces 1425with certainty. Due to the dynamic organization of the la-
mellipodium with constant changes in shape and direction,
it was not possible to achieve longer times of preapplied
forces with our setup. However, the highest applied forces
in the repetitive measurements were close to the stall force,
therefore we assume that longer contact times would have
not resulted in a different behavior. Additionally, we can
not exclude that adaption to a loading force may occur on
a faster than our experimental timescale.
Several models for protrusion, such as the elastic Brow-
nian ratchet (8) and the elastic propulsion model (25) predict
F-v curves, which drop rapidly under low loads. This shape
is not what we have observed. The shape of the experimen-
tally determined F-v curves is consistent with the end-
tracking motor model. However, this model depends on
many parameters resulting in many possible shapes of F-v
curves (11) and so far no end-tracking motor for actin fila-
ments at the leading edge has been discovered. Furthermore,
the end-tracking models predict relatively high stall forces
per actin filament (>10 pN) (11) much higher than the value
of 1.7 pN determined by our measurements. The autocata-
lytic branching model is also in agreement with the force
independent behavior of the velocity at low forces (12,13).
However, our results from the repetitive measurements
indicate no increased density of the network as predicted
by the autocatalytic branching model.
The highest consistency with our results was obtained by
recent Brownian dynamics simulations in the case of stiff
F-actin filaments (lp R 0.1 mm) (14). In these simulations,
activated Arp2/3 was emitted from a disk resulting in the
nucleation of new branches at existing filaments preferen-
tially in a region close to the Arp2/3 emitting disk. The disk
was pushed by the growing network. Our results correspond
well with two major predictions of this model: the initial
force independent velocity of the simulated F-v relationshipand the decrease of velocity at F> 0.5 Fs. In the case of stiff
filaments, the simulation resulted in an unchanged density
of F-actin as a response to a load, which is in accordance
to the constant speed observed in our repetitive measure-
ments. The Brownian dynamics model resulted in a velocity
in the load independent regime, which is directly controlled
by the actin polymerization rates, whereas the decrease in
velocity at higher loads is a result of mechanical instability
of the network. It is unclear if the details of these simula-
tions correspond to the actual situation in the lamellipo-
dium, considering the recent study (5), that the actin
inside the lamellipodium is not branched.CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have made precise direct measurements of
the lamellipodial protrusion against an external force. On
initial contact, the protrusion velocity of the lamellipodium
stays constant even when the loading force increases. At
higher loading forces the velocity decreases until finally
the lamellipodium stalls. Typical stall forces are on the order
of 2.95 0.6 nN, corresponding to stall pressures of 2.75
1.6 nN/mm2. The decrease in velocity starts at ~50% the
stalling force. Subsequent measurements of protrusion
forces and velocities did not show any effect on previous
loading indicating that the cell does not adapt to previous
loading events on the timescale of the experiments (~1
min). Our experimental data should be helpful in further
developing and improving models to describe force genera-
tion in protruding lamellipodia.APPENDIX: INFLUENCE OF THE CYLINDRICAL
FIBER GEOMETRY ON THE MEASUREMENT
The curved geometry of the glass fiber influences the deflection and force
measurements, because the contact area between the approaching lamelli-
podium and the fiber increases with time. In the following section, we
will derive an expression for the effective spring constant of the part of
the lamellipodium, which touches the fiber. Further, an expression for the
measured deflection is derived by using simple assumptions.Appendix A: effective spring constant of the
lamellipodium
The tip of the glass fiber is approximated as a cylinder with radius r. The
contact length s between the lamellipodium and the glass fiber can be
written as (Fig. 7 A):
s ¼ r4: (3)
The component sp perpendicular to the applied force of the lamellipo-
dium is
sp ¼ 2r sin 4
2
: (4)
Let us look at a cell moving with a constant velocity v and touching the
fiber at t ¼ 0. At t > 0, without the influence of the fiber, the cell wouldBiophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427
FIGURE 7 (A) Simplified model of the change
in contact area between cell and tip. The lamellipo-
diummoves from the left toward the glass fiber and
touches it at t ¼ 0. Due to the cylindrical geometry
of the fiber, the contact length s will increase as
a function of time. (B) With increasing indentation
dL of the lamellipodium also the contact area with
the fiber increases. This results in an increase of the
effective force constant kL of the gel, because the
loading force of the fiber is distributed over an
increasing area of the gel. (C) Predicted signal
for a glass fiber probe (solid line) and a vertically
mounted AFM cantilever with constant contact
area as in Prass et al. (16) (dashed line). In the
case of the glass fiber, the signal has a convex
shape due to the increasing effective spring
constant of the cell, which transduces more and
more of the movement into the fiber. At later stages
of the measurement, the signal of the fiber
increases almost linearly and therefore similar to
the cantilever. Parameters used: E ¼ 3700 Pa
(17), h ¼ 150 nm, r ¼ 3.5 mm, l ¼ 2 mm (24),
k ¼ 9 mN/m, v ¼ 10 mm/min. For the cantilever,
a contact length of 6 mm and a spring constant of
6.5 mN/m was assumed.
1426 Heinemann et al.crawl for the distance vt. In the presence of the fiber, this distance is distrib-
uted between the lamellipodium indented with an indentation dL and the





¼ r  dL
r
: (5)
Combining Eqs. 4 and 5 yields








The increase in contact length results in an apparent hardening of the
lamellipodium with time, because more and more of the actin gel is in force
balance with the glass fiber. The effective spring constant kL of the lamelli-
podium with elastic modulus E, contact area A, and length of the lamellipo-




The contact area A can be obtained by multiplying the height of the
lamellipodium minus the distance of the tip from the surface h with sp,
the component of the contact length perpendicular to the applied force.











This equation describes the increase of the effective spring constant of
the lamellipodium during contact with the glass fiber (Fig. 7 B).Appendix B: expression for the measured
deflection
Once the lamellipodium, described by the time dependent spring constant
kL, hits the glass fiber with spring constant k, both are in force balance.
The lamellipodium is indented by dL and the fiber deflected by dF:Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1420–1427dFk ¼ dLkL: (9)
The cell body is moving with speed v. After contact this motion is
distributed between the deflection of the fiber and indentation of the
lamellipodium:
vt ¼ dF þ dL: (10)
Combining Eqs. 9 and 10 results in the following expression for the
deflection of the fiber:
dF ¼ kLvt
kL þ k: (11)
By inserting Eq. 8 for kL and using Eq. 10 an implicit function describing
















Fig. 7 C shows a plot of the solutions of Eq. 12 in comparison with the
calculated signal for a constant contact area (e.g., obtained by an vertically
aligned AFM cantilever (16)). In the case of a fiber the velocity with which
the cell deflects the fiberwill increase, although a constant velocity of the cell
body was assumed. This shape results from the increasing spring constant of
the lamellipodiumdue to increasing contact area. However, this effect is only
important during the first few seconds of contact. For later stages of the
measurement, the deflection increases almost linear and therefore similar
to an obstacle with constant contact area, which shows a perfectly linear
deflection (Fig. 7 C). Hence, for higher times the artefacts generated by
the geometry are much smaller than for the first phase of contact. The reason
behind this is the very fast increase in effective spring constant of the lamel-
lipodium at the beginning of contact and the much slower increase at longer
times after contact (Fig. 7 B). Shape and physical dimensions of this pre-
dicted deflection signal are inverygood agreementwith themeasured signals
(compare Fig. 3). This indicates that Eqs. 8 and 12 are suitable in describing
the process of signal generation during initial contact.
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Movie legends are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/
supplemental/S0006-3495(11)00148-2.REFERENCES
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